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Abuser 
He stumped and kicked 
and broke her feet; 
his workboots blooded abusers heat. 
-Amy Barbuto 
-Winslow Wedin 
I ' 
Car Accident 
Flowered crosses line the street 
shattered glass 
mangled innocent feet. 
-Amy Barbuto 
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Child Abuse 
Thunder cracks the beautiful blue 
violent reminder 
of mother's wrath. 
-Amy Barbuto 
-Winslow Wedin 
Emotional Pain 
Deafened by crushing ringing in my ears, 
silent pounding, 
year by year. 
-Amy Barbuto 
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OdetoMyMom 
?-fie angel watching over me 
Distant, 
A shadow beside, 
Protector, 
Ivory skin loaded with sapphires, 
Eyes of a looking glass, 
Fearful, 
The beauty of wisdom surrounds her, 
She is a vine, 
Planted by the waterside, 
Fruitful and luxuriant, 
Transplanted in the wilderness 
In a dry and thirsty land, 
We feed from her love 
A teacher, 
Immortal love, 
Cherish her and she will lift you high 
Trust, 
Directs my path 
A fountain of life, 
A precious stone. 
- Amy Barbuto 
bitter baby 
undeserving of my love 
rejecting my breast 
vomit-stained skin 
hollow sleepless eyes 
cry for you 
neveragam 
I yearn to suck you back into my womb 
tuck you away 
forget your birth. 
-Andrea Best 
9 
DO YOU DREAM OF ME 
WITH EYES OF SCARLET POINTING 
TOWARD THE SUN 
THOSE CRIMSON ORBS 
EMIITING A LIGHT MUCH MORE TEMPTINI 
THAN THAT OF HEAVEN 
THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT 
WHICH THE devil HAS HELD TIGHT 
WITHIN his CLASPED FIST 
BRINGS ECSTASY 
LIKE NO chemical 
COULD EVER DUPLICATE 
drunk 
ON THE LOOK IN YOUR EYES 
YOUR STARE CUTS THROUGH ME 
BARING my soul 
BREAKING me DOWN 
MAKING YOU WHOLE. 
- Andrea Best 
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I left myself behind tonight 
to dance amongst the trees 
twirling madness 
rapture overtaking my soul 
sweet abandon 
meant forme 
I danced within its foaming waters 
an angel who lost her wings 
I ran and leapt and flew 
without ever leaving these sheets 
never nnssmg 
what I left behind 
a battered heart 
a broken spirit 
only a memory of what once was 
ahead is everything 
behind 
a cold body waiting motionless on the forest floor. 
-Andrea Best 
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humble prom queen 
pounding heart immortal be 
ever quickening breath 
LAUGHTER 
98 steps salvation 
swollen throat 
dry mouth foul taste 
black satin 
smoothed against rough skin 
cushioned 
lit cigarette 
sweet Beatles serenade 
familiar surrounding 
musty scented pillows 
safel 
scattered papers 
broken 
echoing 
SOAKED 
prom.tse 
RAGING 
HYSTERIA 
past 
mascara stained clown-face 
filled room 
passionate eli 
TEARS 
disappointment 
LAUGHTII 
clawed fingers 
emptiness filled 
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enwrapped 
comfortless blankets 
delusional 
PACING 
mind 
SCREAMING 
POUNDING 
DYING 
flash reality 
all left behind 
havoc made 
dreams destroyed 
NAUSEA 
strained distressed 
reaching 
vomit stained lips 
spinning world 
broken Sp ir it 
flash 
prodding needles 
dull pam 
. 
VOICe 
out 
safety 
loving hand 
face against face 
familiar 
caresses 
bright lights 
wrres tubes 
wandering 
warm green sweater. 
stranger 
SHROUDED 
thoughts 
-Andrea Best 
Queet f997 fJ 
-Dominique Jampo' 
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. I not am a mossback 
I try like to different things 
Eat I mahi mahi and bratwurst 
Sometimes fear I changelings in 
My closet late night at 
I love to sleep often but 
My running mind traffic like 
I think I need a tranquilizer 
To calm me down at night. 
My mind is outside in the 
Sky with the birds and trees 
I cliffs fear and nike 
I tangerines enjoy on hot days 
I like don't anxiety just peace 
I am fallible, but do not plan on it 
I can calypso tolerate on the 
Open ocean spinning away on a tasty drink 
I need freedom lots to survive 
Or less I am asphyxiated. 
-Heather Grimm 
Dante's Path 
The night was ablazed with stars in the midnighl 
Trees abounded, how I wish I could stay 
But my cough had worsened, my fever was hig~ 
In the drowsy veils of darkness, I had lost my WI 
I missed my true love, her name forever on my !if 
My pulse had slowed, the body did cramp 
Sickness was a noose, I started to slip 
Death was in my temple, my skin grew damp 
Life was never simple, never dull or plain 
The forest was quiet, loneliness was in the air 
I started to cry, but was muffled by the rain 
Simply I wished that I would be spared 
But forget my love, I want to be well 
Since I left her no money, she 11 follow ... me to hd 
-Stephen Hobbs 
18 Quesf 1991 
Liquid Death 
A wonderous high, an addict from the start 
Liquid death, the beating of the heart 
Needles, pills, heroin, crack 
Coke, ganga, roofies, smack 
Wanders the night, she finally scores 
Hidden on her arms are dark, ugly sores 
Needles, pills, heroin, crack 
After first hit, no turning back 
Heroin kills, a college student dies 
The drug stole her life, after only one try 
Miscalculation, and her world turned to black 
Coke, heroin, pills, smack 
She closed her eyes, and prepared to go 
An angel appeared, and informed her so. 
Her life had ended, this was a fact. 
Needles, pills, heroin, smack 
The flower died, she failed to bloom 
Which once possessed beauty, now owned gloom 
Her family cried, but their child was never coming back 
Heroin, needles, death, smack. 
-Stephen Hobbs 
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Ode To La Pairie le Sez 
Two lovers hide in their spot 
A place where souls begin to rot 
Demons played with my head 
As we slept amongst the dead. 
I thought it would be the greatest night 
Black bird of hell took to flight 
Airplane dull in starry night 
Ghosts from hell, dressed in white 
My love for her I told her so 
Amongst the dead, diseased and low 
Lie in filth, squalor, and dark 
A putrid waste, a hound has barked 
As the spirits make their way 
Back to hell, to avoid the day 
I held my love, tight and long 
When the clock struck twelve, we heard the gonJ 
"Twelve o'clock": the hands did tell 
The sun's ray banished my demons 
And so all's well 
And I met love, and in love I fell 
Adieu my demons, straight to hell. 
-Stephen Hobbs 
Universal Senior 
My days are a simple Sunday drive through life 
Time in a cell seemingly goes by fast 
Filled with gruesome reminders of strife 
I lie on my cot, begging it to last 
I have visions of angels, seen from the air 
Hovering close, vulture, spilled from the moon 
Taking my life, death, now seems not fair 
But the passing of the sunset, death beckons soon 
"Oh God" the senior cried on his last day 
Remembering a life, weighted with words full of rest 
The vulture returns, begging to take me away 
Atonement for deeds, pain, he guessed 
When death comes, all sins will be unmasked 
Late at night, Mr Reaper is suspended above his bed 
The time has come, He's done what he's been asked 
The body was found, frigid, swollen, alone. Quietly 
he was pronounced dead, a numb answer to birth. 
-Stephen Hobbs 
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An Ode on Being Stumped 
All night and day I think of poems in my head 
The moment I sit to write them down the thougbl 
are dead 
In my bed or in my shower 
The thoughts bloom like a beautiful flower 
These thoughts come out of nowhere 
However I put the pen to the paper and I just stan1 
Stare at this blank piece of paper all day long 
I've even been listening closely to the rhythmic lyri 
of different songs 
Writing poetry can make you more aware 
Aware of the little things going on all around that 1'1 
taken the time to stop and stare 
I realize that there is so much in this world evolviril 
Solutions and problems are always revolving 
Once you get in a writing roll 
It's almost the same as falling into a deep hole 
A deep hole that sucks you in so far inside 
It's your feelings that come out that you can no loJt 
hide 
I realize now that learning to write these poems is 
exercise for the brain 
For it is the brain that I am beginning to train 
To train my thoughts and put them to use 
In other words if I can't write that's no excuse 
I must get over this writer's block 
To make my mind work like a clock 
A clock which is so efficient in time 
Soon my poems will be, and I will have some beautl 
ryhmes. 
22 Quest 1997 -Brette Kalnl 
Present and Future 
It walks past, present, and future 
Empty noises alert us to nothingness 
Smiling, laughing, crying, always in the past 
I yearn to touch the present look towards the future 
Blooming in the last hour I will never know 
For the present and future 
I look towards luck 
Finding the gold in which light breathes 
I will one day touch time. 
-Brette Kalman 
Yellow is fire blue is rain 
Yellow is fire blue is rain 
The tree has been cut down 
My heart filled with pain 
Too much desire all night and day 
The pain in my heart my soul will pay 
Tonight is the night that my being is cursed 
Lost in a maze chasing the devil is first 
His laughter is haunting my eyes filled with fear 
I will conquer him my mission is clear 
Yellow is fire blue is rain 
I stab him in the heart to kill the pain. 
-Brette Kalman 
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Above All Obstacles 
Can you imagine what it would be like to be hit 
a car? Imagine being totally unconscious, while bO 
connected to tubes and machines. I needed the~ 
sustain my life. I was diagnosed with a life threa~ 
injury by most of my doctors. This is my story. 
I was hit by a car when I was only six years oH 
It happened on September 5, 1979, just two day• 
before I was to begin kindergarten. I don't reme• 
my car accident and I don't know what my life w~ 
have been like if it had not happened. I do know til 
much of my life has involved dealing with the chat 
that have resulted, and I feel that my interest in helt 
others with disabilities has come from this experi-l 
When the car hit me, my head first hit the car 311 
then hit the road. My mother's friend Mrs. Kreb' 
who is also a nurse, was on her driveway as the aca 
dent occurred. She went inside and called my mod 
and also the ambulance. Once my mother had arri1 
I was lying motionless. My mother cried, "OH GC1 
JUST LET HIM LIVE!" 
Following the car accident I did not have one Dll 
on me. However, I did suffer from cerebral contu1 
sions, or bleeding through tiny blood vessels in the 
brain. This is the reason I have a partial paralysi8 <1 
my right side. 
The first hospital that I was taken to was called 
Mount Kisco Hospital. While there, I was in a coDi 
and was put on a respirator. I spent two weeks at tli 
hospital; then I had to be moved to one that was bell 
equipped. 
The second hospital that I entered was called 
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White Plains Hospital. I was still in a coma and on a 
respirator. The doctors at this hospital had to put 
screws in my head to check for brain swelling. At this 
time I developed bleeding ulcers. 
I was then moved to the Intensive Care Unit of 
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital, in New York City. At 
this point I had tubes going in my arms, and screws in 
my head to monitor intracranial pressure. I was using 
a tracheostophy tube and a ventilator to breathe. My 
entire life functions were being carried on by these 
machines. I was going to remain in the coma for 
another four months, and the respirator for eight 
months. My mother brought a tape recorder with her 
reading stories. The doctors were doing studies on 
whether a coma patient could hear or not. This test 
may have began the waking-up process. 
The second stage of my recovery occurred two 
months later. At this time I was still connected to the 
coma and the respirator. The nurses noticed that my 
eyes were open but I still could not follow movements 
or responses. At the end of another month the nurses 
told my mother that I could follow cartoons with my 
eyes. 
I was then moved to Blythedale Rehabilitation 
Hospital. 
'THANK GOD FOR MY FAMILY'S BELIEFS IN 
MY STRENGTH." 
This hospital usually does not accept coma pa-
tients, but they made an exception in my case. The 
philosophy of this hospital is to provide constant 
stimulation to its patients. 
The third sign of recovery was when my mother 
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noticed that I laughed out loud one day when I saw 
little sister. I feel that these daily visits from my 
mother and sister were a major step in my recovtJ 
I came out of the coma on January 5, 1980,1 
off the respirator on roughly February 7, 1980. 11 
not like in the movies when a person just wakes up 
is perfectly fine. This was a very slow process. M 
mother brought photos to the hospital to stimulat11 
sense of awareness. I remembered very little of w~ 
had happened before the car accident, but I reme11 
bered my family. I had to relearn everything-- ho1 
speak, how to walk, how to dress, how to swalloi 
and much more. 
I had to spend two and a half years in a hosPI 
so that I could recover. While I was an inpatient I 
attended classes, played activities, received theraif 
and exercised my right arm and leg. When I was tea 
years old I was listed as an outpatient. This meant 
I lived at home but had to go in frequently for bl<XI 
tests, brace work, doctor appointments, and ther' 
By age eleven I had entered regular classes. 
These proved to be too tough so soon after bein& 
released from the hospital. Midway through the y~ 
transferred to another school that would better meet 
my needs. Once I had passed this school I movel 
into the junior high. The work at this school was lid 
too tough, and it was easy to get around. Howevf 
none of the work that I had ever experienced till this 
point could ever prepare me for high school. The 
tenth and the eleventh grades were difficult, but I WI 
able to get all of the work done. When I had entert 
the twelfth grade I was entered in all of the mains~ 
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courses. This seemed like a tough jump, but I was 
ready for the challenge. That year I learned subjects 
that I had never known before. Some of these were 
economics, algebra, and law courses. It was difficult 
keeping up with all the work, but I was successful. 
I know that all of this sounds like a terrible life, 
but it has not been so bad. I have never really felt 
handicapped except for the fact that I would have 
liked to play sports, especially football. But I have 
participated in other ways. In high school I was the 
manager and water boy for the football, basketball, 
baseball, and lacrosse teams, and I received varsity 
letters for each of them. I have held several jobs since 
leaving the hospital. The one that I enjoyed the most 
was at a nursing home. Many of the elders had 
Alzheimer's disease or some form of senility. The 
behaviors of the residents ranged from funny, silly, 
happy, confused, grumpy, or well educated. 
I then entered Dean Junior College, which is in 
Franklin, Massachusetts. At this college the work 
seemed to be easy and there were lots of places that I 
could walk for exercise. I met people and got in-
volved with different groups early at this school. The 
teachers and tutors at this school seemed to be con-
cerned, and cared about student's success. I took an 
extra year at this school because I was a few credits 
short of graduating. It took me three years but I was 
successful. Now I am a senior at Lynn University. I 
am trying still to improve my fitness, as well as my 
muscles. One thing that I have learned through life is 
that as long as you have a will and the strength to 
succeed in life, there are no obstacles that can't be 
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climbed or conquered. 
Now that I look back on the entire experieJI 
am just shocked with the amount of recovery th• 
have achieved. It feels good to know that I havd 
proven wrong the doctors that had once diagnc4 
as a vegetable, and that thought I would never ret1 
Today, I hardly realize that I ever was in a car acca 
dent. For now I will just live in the present, and II 
for continued success in life. I believe in the dr~ 
that the mind can create, and that the body will a11 
achieve. 
-James Lineen 
Farewell to Fall (in Florida) 
Slowly the searing heat begins to fade, 
As the air so cool begins to descend, 
Upon everything our God made. 
Gardening time is just around the bend. 
Just when the vegetables begin to rise, 
And the rolling thunder starts to stall, 
Do the trees, bushes, and grass let out a sigh. 
Aye, aye, how I love the season of Fall. 
From the buds, the orchid tree flowers erupt, 
Emptying out its sweet and dear fragrance. 
Enchanting the bees as they fill their cup. 
So that their pleasure will be enhanced. 
How, I will miss Fall, so cool and so sweet, 
Until the next year will we again meet. 
-Michael McKee 
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Black and white together with love to make, 
But with oppostion to overcome. 
Knowing fully that they can't be outdone, 
On the road to unity, for world's sake. 
Black groom and white bride in ceremony, 
Future marital success, people still doubt. 
They refuse yet to know that love wields clout, 
Being blinded by their own bigotry. 
Boldly, the bride and groom continue on, 
With their endearing kiss, their pact is sealed. 
Viewing the scene, the witnesses' hearts yield. 
Only with love's help is victory won. 
They know this through the couple's commitment: 
On all things, love makes the final statement. 
-Michael McKee 
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Ode to Deadlines 
~--------~--~-----
Slip not our preparation time, 
And end up with tense nights of toil. 
Let not deadlines make our hearts pine, 
For those past days when work was foiled. 
Sneaking upon us like a thief, 
Slowly coming around a wall, 
Surprising us all like a leaf, 
Facing the brunt of season Fall. 
Discipline staves off danger, 
Brought upon by Procrastination. 
Looking for the lazy worker, 
Deadlines fail with Dedication. 
-Michael McKee 
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Torn Between 1\vo Sides 
Tom between two sides, 
Feeling so lost and alone, 
In the middle of a rift so wide, 
I look for ways to atone, 
For all of my differences. 
Looking for ways, 
To bring the tom sides, 
Back together this very day. 
I looked and tried, 
To fmd the secret of those two worlds. 
I could see in one direction, 
That one side was one of silence, 
But also full oflove and expression. 
While the other side was one of unacceptance, 
But also full of noise and excitement. 
How different the sides both were. 
I knelt down and prayed, 
That God would show where was my future. 
Everything began to fade, 
Except for the rift so wide. 
A natural light began to shine, 
Revealing the simple life within, 
That made my heart pine, 
A life amid no sin. 
At last I knew where to go. 
But another light began to glow, 
Brightening the joyous revelry, 
To this, my desires started to flow, 
To a life of living excessively. 
Now even I was rent and tom. 
-Michael McKee 
n Queet 1997 
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The Game 
When her hot light approaches, its warmth begins to seduce me, 
But when I hear her hidden voice, ecstasy descends to tragedy. 
Her flowered face has wilted to evil and apparently she does not know, 
I now stand alone and the word "us" does not exist, and the pain begins to grow. 
You love me? What a lie, 
You miss me? What a lie. 
She suddenly begs and pleads for sympathy, perfect ingredients to start my wicked game, 
Transforming her back from bitch to beauty, like some animal slow enough to tame. 
Where do I go from here I say? My game is almost complete, 
And now she is crying in whispers of pain and my eyes form a reflection of defeat. 
I did it for love and "us", 
I did it for lust and "us", 
In this game my choice of words are selected one at a time, 
Until I shred and sever her heart and carefully, again, make it mine. 
I now lease this heart with an option to buy, but is it worth the time and money? 
She killed me once, and now it's my turn, and I won't stop until I find it funny. 
Dol goon? 
Do I play on? 
I've played until my heart's content and now the joker has poured her last cup of tea, 
Her eyes are tattooed black and each tear drop screams release me. 
Is she done? Have I stopped? Has she paid her last toll, 
I can't stop, I must play on, this idea makes me lose control. 
I'm now half dog, half man, 
I've become my own best friend. 
-Neil Reiman 
Que•t .,,,,. n 
If You Could $ee! 
The movement has faded away so fast like the others 
and lingers into the air until I leave. The eyes of all are 
talking so loudly and the curiosity sucks me in. Each 
tells me a story I wish not to hear by ear, but I find the 
one that wants to hear mine, and I'll tell it differently 
every time. The more I move your sub-conscious, the 
more it will give its direction of me that will never get 
lost and will never be found. I'm a book you want to 
read. I change my cover everyday so you won't know 
where to begin. Learn to read like me and your eyes 
might be the key to my page of introduction. My kind 
are weak, and will help you back onto your pedestal 
while I keep tapping at it to watch you fall and shatter 
into little pieces of reality. You're a movie I won't 
watch twice, but I'll remember that I've seen you once 
already. A movie star that dims when I'm near. I feel 
your eyes trying to read me up and down, but you 
drowned in the silence you dread of, and the paper 
pedestal I've made for you crumples right before our 
eyes. I'm sorry my Nutra-Sweet, your diamond is just 
glass to me and I see right through it. 
-Neil Reiman 
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Land of the Lens 
When I enter my sunglasses of time, 
my personality fades away into full perception power 
while my court jesters inhale the words 
that exit my hidden world. 
-Neil Reiman 
' I 
.. : 
-Winslow Wedin 
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Lost Again 
Where am I, what am I doing here and what have I 
let myself become. My eyes have been standing here 
so long, I've given their control away to the pins and 
needles once again. I let them wander where they are 
told and not where they want or should any more. 
Now the door is closed, and I can see it from here, 
I think, I hope. The fog is thickening; my mind seems 
to forget what side the handle is on. Push or pull, I 
feel them both. In time my eyes will stop knocking 
and someone will answer. 
- Neil Reiman 
-Winslow Wedin 
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Obstacles of Faith 
With shock I heard disease gripped you tight 
With hope-filled tears we watched your fierce fight 
Your soul now in heaven fmally fmds peace 
All pain and anguish at some time must cease 
It was with the darkest relief we did see you go 
Your pain was a screw that turned ever so slow 
That night you died my faith I did lose 
I cursed a God that could so cruelly abuse 
My mind frantically fought to find a reason 
To answer my heart's bloody cry of an utmost high treason 
After my human display of arrogance, insolence, and confusion 
It was the divine side that whispered death is but an illusion 
It is not my place to ask why Father took my friend 
But in security I can say in Mother's earth life does not end 
Stiched with time my wounds have healed as much as they can 
And I've learned to weep not as a boy but cry as a man 
In my refound peace with God I know that a heaven awaits 
And someday two souls will stand reunited at it's white pearly gates. 
-Luis Rendon 
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Assassination on Pride 
when I cry I lied 
what I felt I took 
it was all mine 
forever 
I lied 
but then blood cried 
and then my face 
felt the savage hide 
I'm an endangered specie 
because love has too many faces. 
I Love You Mommy 
love lines cry 
as blood lines die 
and focus on my life 
gets buried like blood drops 
in my eye. 
Images of my life get shattered as 
my forehead gets splattered. 
-Jose C. Salas 
And now I'm all cut up and filled with endless chatter 
with a ball and chain in my 
throat, I'm asking death to pull 
the rope. 
Now I dream of a bullet proof vest 'cause bullets are 
going through my upper chest, 
as I hit my knees telling Jesus please 
don't take my mom. 
Because thinking oflosing her love is 
KILLING ME!!!! 
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-Jose C. Salas 
Poems of a Blind Man 
did you feel it 
I did 
secure comfort 
I never felt this way 
did you feel it 
I did 
time wasn't on 
neither was fear 
did you feel it 
I did 
was it the week 
or was it my fingers 
running through your hair 
did you feel it 
I did 
the vision of my mind 
was blind so it used 
my heart to see and 
that's when I cried 
did you feel it 
I did 
my tears come out 
like a storm 
and I know you felt it 
please say you felt it. 
-Jose C. Salas 
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We Are All Unreal 
FLASHES OF DARK MOONS 
go through the eyes of 
their prayer 
3 second beats hit through 
its mind 
because it's a stalker 
a moon light walker 
FLASHES OF DARK MOONS 
as hollow beats from a 
Cain drum echoes 
there the light stalker 
the street walker 
FLASHES OF DARK MOONS 
tighten through the paradise 
city under the hot 
lights city nights 
FLASHES OF DARK MOONS 
cover the covered bodies 
uninsane but total rearrange 
a lunatic with a 3 tick a moment 
walk because 
FLASHES OF DARK MOONS 
blow up in cities saloons 
dynamite now the Fed goes 
Waco and the sicko goes 
technical but it's the rearrange 
walker because 
FLASHES OF DARK MOONS 
go across the eyes of the 
man called baby Jesus 
now all the hoods come 
from covered faces 
now an insane menace it 
should be sentience. 
-Jose C. Salas 
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Walking To The Moon 
A woman with will walks casually into the night. 
As the harsh ground melts quietly below her feet. 
For she knows that only moist love and the cool night 
breeze, 
allow the trees to grow and she follows the moon to 
the new day. 
She relies on the wing never asking direction. 
Nature and she have always agreed and the night has 
never done her wrong. 
The rocks and the stars are her undoubted audience. 
-Lindsay Stalloff 
Ode To A Beautiful Tree 
Gentle is the breeze that moves the autumn leaves 
on my tree. 
It has been with me since birth and is like an 
old friend, 
She leans forward with her loving branches as if 
holding a child with sweet tenderness. 
Tall is the tree, 
Like a proud man, 
Vulnerable as a small child, 
Its leaves are falling softy to the ground. Now left 
bare, 
and yet so beautiful, resting till the dawn. 
-Lindsay Stalloff Quest 1997 4; 
Ticking 
The clock ticks away. 
Silence is heard. 
Women and men converse. 
They talk of time and space. 
Memories floating in their minds. 
Dreams they want to live in. 
Nightmares they fear to come true. 
They talk of loneliness. 
The fear of never having a soul mate. 
The reality of being alone. 
Why live 
ifloneliness lives in you. 
-Darcy Quick-
Ode to Fire 
Creator of all that is now, 
hot, 
like the heat from the sun. 
Burns down to a slow flicker, 
a disguise. 
Back to the roaring sight, 
In the forest the brush is large. 
Brittle, dry. 
With a sudden wind, 
it was gone. 
The fruit which comes from Eden, 
the snake, 
takes us away to the realm of the beyond. 
Molten heat surrounds everything. 
Sparking intensely. 
Stars far and wide in the sky. 
Dancing eloquently, 
through the vast universe, 
with capabilities to ignite. 
Exploding forcefully! 
Darkness of the underworld, 
Oh, fervent king, 
Of the pawns, 
Held captive, 
in a zealous eternity, 
Tormofred. 
Birth to new desire, 
in a righteous ambit, 
Kindled lightly, 
By the estranged era. 
-Michael Weintrob 
Somebody Sang the Blues 
Somebody sang the blues 
(With lyrics sounding so sweet) 
Morning day night 
He laughed they played on 
Lovers sit quietly (With amazement) 
Paying respect to the artist 
They dance heuristically 
Time stand still 
Soon they stop guitar by chord 
She sang he danced she screamed he jumped 
Lyrics from emotion 
She was enthralled as was he 
Morning day night 
(With lyrics sounding so sweet) 
How you lose yourself in the moment 
They dance heuristically 
Chord by chord and note by note 
As none begin to put on their coat 
Midnight, intense feeling by morning 
Beat by beat as they did 
Lovers sit quietly (engulfed by feeling) 
He danced she begins walking 
Time stand still 
Wish things will never change. 
-Michael Weintrob 
We Come to Tell Each Year 
We come to tell each year 
To see where our life has gone 
There is always a great cheer 
Some have moved on like a swan 
others are still lost 
looking for a way to make things right 
Feeling like they are trapped in the frost 
soon they will learn to see the light 
My only advice to them 
Watch out for only yourself 
you are not likely to condemn 
Don't get caught hanging dry on the shelf 
hope for the best 
Good things will happen in time. 
-Michael Weintrob 
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Sit as I do here 
Sitting, typing, thinking 
Confronting all I fear 
Awake I must stay, creating. 
Poetry alive must come 
Typing, thinking, sitting 
To myself! hum 
My teeth I find gritting. 
Am I doing this right 
Thinking, sitting, typing 
Up I am always, dawn till night 
Staring at the screen without blinking. 
The clock alarms me 
Sitting, typing, thinking 
Awake I must be 
This poem becomes being. 
Spell check to print 
Typing, thinking, sitting 
From memory is sent 
The ink is hitting. 
The paper is done 
Thinking, sitting, typing 
All over is the fun 
Let's start at the beginning. 
Part of my portfolio 
Sitting, typing, thinking 
Listening to some Coolio 
My non-syntax is linking. 
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-Heather West 
Life 
Is life just an empty cycle 
Or does it have detours and new beginnings 
Is life real? 
Or is it just a dream 
Does it toss and tum 
Or is it a simple, straightforward path 
Is life a fantasy? 
Or is this reality? 
Are we players in someone else's game 
Or is this the way we're meant to be? 
-Heather West 
The Mirror 
They say a mirror always tells the truth, 
a reflection does not lie. 
This piece of glass with paint on its back 
speaks with silent thoughts. 
The image that appears before you 
recites a poem, all its own. 
Either of beauty or of disgrace 
the mirror holds you in its place. 
-Heather West 
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Wilde Lake 
I stood over the bridge overlooking the entire lake. It was the 
best viewing area here. I could see the willow trees weeping as 
their branches overflowed into the brackish, mucky water. I 
noticed that they were a brownish green as the cool, husky wind 
blew across my face. It sent a shiver up my spine as I realized only 
a few more weeks until winter would arrive. 
Around the perimeter of the lake, the leaves reminded me of a 
painter's palette with bold reds, oranges, yellows, and browns. 
When the next gust of wind 
would come, they would flurry 
into the water. The reflection 
was always breathtaking. 
I took the next few steps 
across the bridge and took a 
deep breath. The smell here 
was refreshing, invigorating, 
and cleansing. The dead 
crunched under my feet as I 
continued to walk along the 
beaten foot path. The only 
admissible sounds are the 
geese honking, ducks quack-
ing, children playing, and the 
leaves constantly crunching. I 
am at such peace here, men-
tally, physiCally, and emotion-
ally. It's as if no harm can 
come here, but I suppose 
that's how most people cherish their favorite childhood places. My 
senses become overwhelmed with the serenity the lake possesses 
as I tried my best to take it in all at once. 
I walked further and found an older man with his grand-
daughter, teaching her how to fish; but was it real, or one of my own 
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memories I had recreated? Yes, as I closed in on them, I realized it 
was actually me and my Grandfather. 
The waterlall at the eastern end of the lake was coming up soon; 
I could hear the water rushing down the tiers of concrete as it 
settled into a peaceful, gurgling stream. I closed my eyes and I 
imagined it the way it was when I was a child. It's been years since 
I've been here, and over five since I'd been here in autumn. I'd 
forgotten how beautiful the lake really is; and now, I've finally 
learned to appreciate it. 
I open my eyes, and fully understand the concept of beauty lies 
in the eyes of the beholder. The lake, the waterlall, the entire 
landscape before me became the epitome of beauty. Whenever I 
want to meditate to a place I know well, I come back to this very 
spot; not just how I remember it, but how it is now. 
- Heather West 
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The Roads That We Travel On 
The roads that we travel on, 
are strong as the light from the sun, 
I gave the word to go to bed, 
So that I can rest up for what's about to come, 
The fun starts with the feeling of delight, 
Only to be waiting for my friends of happy times, 
Hanging and jumping with no worries of any fear, 
Knowing that everything will be all right, 
Seeing my best friend for years, 
Remembering what it used to be like, 
to this day my childhood was O.K., 
But I'm not sure I did everything right. 
The roads I travel will be long, 
So I can see what is about to come. 
-Chrisitan Zilles 
• 
If chaos is potential--
A smoldering within--
A caldron where creation 
Must end before begin--
The only true expression 
Is molded into form--
Thought chaos strives to master 
The unsaid and unborn--
When history is inviolate 
And structured by its ink--
The truth escapes its order, where 
Its beauty braves the brink. 
-Diane Richard-Allerdyce 
----------·•-411~~·--------
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In The Library 
I 
Stretching for the more true of the true--
Voices are playing among the books. 
I sit in quiet connection to other minds--
Crouched low like some animal resting 
Between the stacks. 
IT 
The tiger wants its prey--
But knowledge is only the mirage of wann pulsing flesh--
Of fur-covered fear--
Whose heightening makes my longing more intense. 
III 
Here and there among the randomly chosen passages of prose 
A palpable shriek runs rivers of stunned surprise 
Tiuough my nerves. 
N 
I do not know the names of things--
Only the smell of fear--
The pulsing and pounding pain of the prey 
As it becomes me, its predator. 
V · 
In the intervals between this truth 
A wind rustles gently across the plain. 
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.VI 
I crouch here, resting 
With the intelligent restlessness of the tiger 
Regarding its waiting-
And the need to wait--
With only the semblance of patience. 
vn 
This tiger is not a Zen monk. 
It is certainly not a scholar. 
Nor am I, who have spent years crouching among these stacks. 
My love is truly the pure physical find--
The fleshy fear of the prey. 
-Diane Richard-Allerdyce 
A Child in the Mist 
Somewhere in the mist I see, 
A child that once belonged to me, 
Who slipped away throughout the years, 
And now I'm left with tears and tears. 
I never saw him run and play, 
Or laugh and sing throughout the day. 
I never saw him climb a tree, 
Or jump and fall and skin his knee. 
Oh, that I could hold him near, 
And share his joy, and dry his tear. 
But this sweet child to God belongs, 
Who shares his laughter and his songs. 
Somewhere is the mist I hear, 
A small sweet voice - I answer clear, 
"I know you now my little one, 
You are my child, you are my son. 
Forgive me for ignoring you, 
All through the years I never knew. 
My love for you will always be, 
The truth that finally set me free." 
Deep within my heart you hide, 
A quiet place you still reside 
That gives me peace and fills my soul. 
Life I gave you - has made me whole. 
-Ann M. Crawford 
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Earth, girth, mirth. 
Dancing water trace your face 
While laughing gulls explore your space, 
And I am wild in love with you. 
Your trickling streams, 
Your magic dreams, 
Your waves, and caves and naves, 
That nurse my grieving soul back home. 
Ah, my Gaia, give me life, 
Give me love, and give me strife 
Give me lessons longed to learn. 
Light this fire within my heart 
To feed my body, mind and soul. 
Old I grow, as old as You, 
Old in wisdom, like a few 
Who strive to know you 
As I do. 
Let me press my downward face 
Against this moist and sacred place 
Where water, fire and air give birth 
To this damp darkness of your earth. 
Lead me deeper down within 
Toward the shadow, depth and sin. 
Down into this well of mine 
Deeper still until I find 
That I am yours and you are mine. 
Lead me up into the light, 
Back toward the knowing sight, 
That tells this soul in depth of night 
That I am not alone. 
Point me up toward the stars 
That twinkle in you airy hair 
And light the night and stem the fright 
When I wander out alone. 
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Sirmione 
Only bqrrowed for a time, 
Silver swans and sparkling wine. 
Mountain peaks and roofs of tile, 
Castle sweeps on ferried Isle. 
Waters flashing on the blue, 
Churches filled with thoughts of you. 
Swallows dipping in the wind, 
Scarlet sunset at days end. 
A poet's heart is captured here, 
Releasing me from all my fear. 
I wander lonely up a hill, 
And let my heart with peace be still. 
I sit and watch the sails drift by, 
Let go the haunting question "why?" 
Inhale the crystal air and see, 
There is nothing left except "To Be." 
-Ann M. Crawford 
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The New Generation 
Overflowing with beauty, they amble toward you from out 
Of the pages of past generations--
Young innovating women with long silky hair--
Swaggering in tight classic jeans 
And cropped boxed spandex tops--
Their designer spicy perfumes wafting through the air 
Painting a blossom trail of haunting feminine mystique 
As they saunter confidently past you 
In shades of vanilla and chocolate 
Pigskin granny shoes ... 
Graceful spirited creatures from the past--
Emerging now in this new generation--
Adorned in metallic gold slip dresses 
And curly cascading tresses--
Asymmetrical straps and black scalloped high heels--
Reviving Retro Hollywood glamour again 
In swing skirts and T -backs--savvy awareness too 
In pinstripe suspender pants and herringbone leggings ... 
Whisper light drawstring pants in satins and velours 
Only makes you stare 
At these damsels of yesterday that much more ... 
Sophisticated and beyond our wildest visions 
In their fluid softness and crinkled broomstick skirts, 
They have come--temporary as it may be--
A form of art to see--
And we await breathlessly 
The turning of another new look, in another season, 
From the chapters of their fashion history book ... 
-Judith Dumbaugh 
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Imperative 
Little belittle. 
Bogey 
-Blaine Kauffman 
Close my eyes and what do I see? 
Old gray Bogeyman smiling at me. 
Grinning away just as big as you please, 
Reaching on out like to give me a squeeze--
He coming for me or just try to tease? 
(Making me feel kind of shake in the knees!) 
Tatty old ragman, make me freeze; 
He got tears! he just like we's--
Wait! He talking--ain't that "Please"? 
Kind of felt sorry for Mister B. 
He not so bad. He not so free--
Goldang Charlie! that haint's me. 
-Blaine Kauffman 
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Distances 
The gulf is wide from could to should, 
from can to will, from might to did; 
From good to bad and false to true, 
from you to me and me to you. 
-Blaine Kauffman 
Modern Communications 
Cellular hellular schmellular hash, 
Filling the freeway with digital trash: 
"You-call-me-I'll-call-you-yakkety-yak ... 
Bippidy-boppidy-boopidy--" crash! 
-Blaine Kauffman 
The Grade 
-Blaine Kauffman 
When I was a junior at the University of Illinois, I 
took a course in short story writing. The professor 
was one Dr. Quinn, a polished, urbane, thin man of 
utmost reverence for the work of Willa Cather, Edith 
Wharton, Ernest Hemingway, William Faulkner and 
other greats of the genre. I imagined him to be one 
himself, from his manner. 
For several classes he simply read to us, pointing 
out the strengths, occasionally noting weaknesses, of 
excerpts from those writers as we listened and learned-
-some of us. Always the brownies, we, like all stu-
dents in small classes those days, fairly nodded our-
selves into neck spasms and tried to be little quinns 
ourselves in receiving such elegant gifts. 
But there was another interchange going on as 
well as the class communicated our responses with 
glances to each other, not always respectful, and 
whispered snide remarks about Quinn's pomposity 
and effete demeanor, and sometimes snickered under 
our breaths. 
One young, chubby fellow wannabe who looked 
about as literary as a Roman wrestler was particularly 
ineffective at covering up his disdain for the proceed-
ings. Before class he told me he had written already, 
and published. In fact, he said, he created a popular 
comic strip hero of the day whose identity I can't 
recall, "Dragon Man" or something, but which I had 
heard of at the time and was duly impressed by. 
I thought that this budding professional, this 
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holy man (all who published were holy, to me, a poor 
unpublished mere mortal) was sure to get an "A" on 
everything he submitted, ipso facto. But in fact, he got 
straight "D's" and "F's". I gleaned that his snideness 
and disrespect was noted by Quinn and influenced the 
grade accordingly, until I heard him read some of his 
work. It was really not of the type to be appreciated 
by anyone with a vocabulary above the second grade. 
In time we all read our own stories, of course, 
before the class. I was thrilled to be the first called to 
do so, on the first submission, by the mighty Quinn. 
It was a validation when I saw, as he handed me my 
first effort, graded, a big red "A" across the top. I 
read it aloud with pride, a little personal piece about 
going exploring under my hometown's Jefferson Street 
bridge across the Little Wabash River in Huntington, 
Indiana as a child. I had "fictionalized" it, cloaked it in 
indecipherable anonymity, I thought, by calling it 
"Silver Bridge", and in its pages I described my first 
encounter with crayfish ("crawdads" we called them), 
slipping on the slippery floodbanks of mud which 
formed under the cement arches and falling into the 
muddy water reaching for flotsam and jetsam with 
branches, throwing skipping stones and so on--the 
predictable images and anecdotes of every boy's 
Huck Finn period in countless hometowns across the 
land. It must have reminded Quinn of his own child-
hood. I was thrilled he'd liked it. 
From that moment forth my writer's confidence 
only grew. Each work I submitted earned an "A". 
Each round of reading found me trotted to the lectern, 
and I began to feel I could do no wrong; my highest 
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mark was assured, and I was the class golden boy, the 
next to join, in time, should I deign to do so, the 
Whartons and Hemingways, Faulkners and Cathers of 
the literary pantheon. Someday my stories would be · 
read by other novitiates and wannabes in future writing 
courses everywhere, and pointed to as models by 
other Quinn's with the same reverence. And the 
beauty of it was, I didn't even half try. The writings 
came easily to me, and I seldom revised them before 
submission. I had always done well in writing courses 
from my freshman year on, always gotten "A's" on my 
compositions, always just whipped them off a few 
hours before submission and been cited and fawned 
over publicly by my professor's for the exemplary 
efforts. 
By the time I wrote my final short work for the 
course I had become an arrogant snob. I don't even 
remember what I wrote, only that I dashed it off with 
even greater recklessness than the others, supremely 
confident that whatever I condescended to remark 
would continue to astound and impress. The lan-
guage, the diction, as I recall, had become stilted and 
polysyllabic. l sensed I had mastered the music of the 
Masters themselves and heard in my mind's scenario 
Quinn's then-familiar voice invite me once more to the 
triumphant read at the lectern. 
Then came the day of the last class. But instead 
of the expected collegial glance from my professor as 
the class began and he started returning the papers, I 
received my final submission in my seat, handed to me 
with the briefest glance of Quinn's sympathetic eyes, 
and I knew something was terribly wrong even before 
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I lowered my gaze to the small, embarrassed "C+" 
floating above a sea of negative red-inked comments 
and slash marks, the result of thoroughly frustrated 
editing and justified total repudiation by an offended 
reader. 
I was crushed. I don't even remember what I 
wrote, to deserve such wrath. Needless to say, I was 
not invited to read it to the class. Quinn was too 
civilized to be vindicitive, too tactful to humiliate me 
publicly. He did, however ask our class "Dragon 
Man" originator to read his latest narrative, which I 
don't remember but for which he had received his 
highest grade of the semester, a "B-", as I recall. 
So the nettle in the toe of our mentor got his big 
moment. As I slouched low in abject despair, he read 
his story with the same crudeness and insensitivity he 
had demonstrated all semester, and it was indeed as 
unpolished and sophomoric as the rest of that 
luminary's oeuvre. Quinn was totally unimpressed 
with Dragon Man. But it did demonstrate Quinn's 
evenhandedness and generosity to the class, as I'm 
sure the professor intended. Quinn was too civilized 
and above it all to let himself be thought of as petty, 
either by others or by himself. 
Others read as well, that last class, but I didn't 
hear them. I was devastated. After a few concluding 
niceties and wellwishes, the course was over, and I 
was the first to exit, race to my room, and chew on my · 
sorrow. 
At length the notes Quinn had entered became 
intelligible to me: 
"This is a great disappointment. You have written 
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much better work all semester. You ~e certainly 
capable of much more detail and sophistication than 
demonstrated here," etc., each upbralding criticism 
knifing through my pride like a dagger plunged again 
and again, annih~lating my writer's ego, knocking me 
off my accustomed, privileged position at the lectern 
forever. 
I couldn't stand it. I made an appointment, I tried 
to maintain my author's dignity as I e'ntered his office, 
and handed Quinn my ink-bloodied manuscript for 
whatever explanation of the grade he could offer. 
Always gentlemanly whether in class or office, my 
ego-smasher considerately reread my work and his 
comments, then turned to me. 
"Well, Mr. Kauffman, I hope I'm not being too 
harsh, but this is clearly not up to your early quality. 
Frankly, it reads as if the narrator is an overstuffed, 
snobbish bore. In contrast, your earlier submissions 
were fresh and direct, in your own words. I was 
disappointed, as I'm sure you are, but these things 
happen from time to time. You might have been 
rushed. I sincerely hope you will return to your usual 
fine quality in future work because I know you are 
certainly capable of it." He handed it back to me with 
genuine smile, with no hint of malice, and wished me 
well. 
There was nothing for it; all hope was gone. The 
grade would stand, and I would receive an "A-" for 
the course in my mailbox a few weeks later. The 
minus would stick out of my heart like a spiritual lance 
for years, reminding me of my less-than-golden status 
among the short fiction writers of the world, and when 
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the names of Wharton, Cather, Hemingway and 
Faulkner were sounded in the halls of academe, the 
name of Kauffman would remain unheard. 
In the fullness of years I have come to change my 
perspective on that chastening event. I have become in 
tum a published writer, an English teacher, and a pro-
fessor ofliterature myself. And I have grudgingly 
come to accept, gratefully, Quinn's integrity and hon-
esty and admit that he was right. My final writing for 
his short story writing course was not my best work. 
In fact, I suspect that the grade was, if anything, a gift. 
No, it was more than a gift; it was a concession to me, 
a tribute to a talent he saw in my earlier submissions 
and did not wish to crush brutally and send me into 
silence. 
I think Quinn's humanity got the better of him, 
cracked through his exquisitely-refined sense of quality 
for one brief moment, and allowed him to sa~ that a 
"D" was a "C". 
A writing teacher has no other way to communi-
cate the totality of his feeling for a pupil than through 
his grade and comments, no other way to encourage or 
discourage, than the grade, as I have found out through 
personal experience, and no other way to say, "I care 
about you. I care about your life and your hopes and 
dreams and the development of your potential as a 
writer and as a human being." 
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Encounter in Delhi 
We wandered through the dirt and dung of town 
taking photos of other people's lives 
a wall that lost its house, a naked child 
. a ribbed cow-- its udders hung to the ground--
faces like copper melted together, 
molten light poured into a mold-- round cheeks, 
eyes like almonds, foreheads marked with henna--
saris of faded corals, citrons, white 
white in the red dirt of Delhi! 
We passed 
the spice shop, sacks of curry, cardamom 
fennel, ginger, ground to silt, scooped in cones. 
The breeze flung sheets of scent onto the streets 
fragrant robes that cloaked the ugly diesel 
snakes licking at the ground. 
We were strangers 
gathering evidence, hints, clues, of an 
earlier life, an existence whispered 
from the cradle, imprinted on the soles 
of our feet, the palm of our hand, our skulls. 
We had no way to read this language, so 
we cocked our camera at the mystery. 
Then we heard the music, it sang us into 
a small temple where twenty women sat 
trilling like bacchantes, wild devotion, 
wave after wave, affirming Sita 's glory. 
The women drew us into their circle--
fantastic rhythms pulsing urgent prayer 
crying Sita, crying Sita, SI-TA! 
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A man pours out milk to the deity . 
in exchange for prashad-- hard lumps of blessed 
sugar-- which Mata Ji forces in our mouths. 
Our singing frenzies. We clap hands, arms raised 
dancing before the feminine face of 
God, stripping down to our first skin, our 
mutual ecstasy. Mata Ji throws 
garlands of marigolds over our heads. 
Our hips and shoulders rise and fall, rise and fall. 
This hypnotic trance utters its own prayer, 
and in the center of this dervish dance 
I return to the core of memory 
to the child's knowledge and certainty. 
There are no strangers. We are not alone. 
-Kathryn Kruger 
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-Dominique Jam pol 
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The Garden 
We planted sunflowers together, watched 
them grow into tremendous stalks, huge heads 
that bowed and dipped at the sun. A blue jay 
impatient for seeds, surveyed our forest 
squawked at the laggers, ate our caterpillar 
juicier than any plum. 
You were four 
years old, queen of the crop, certain that all 
were growing according to your instruction. 
Tiny feet sunk in soil quickened the seeds, 
tickled the beetles burrowing fast. 
Undaunted by garden miracles, you 
expected their arrivals always. You were 
harmony at the cosmic orchestra, 
an instrument of astonishing range, 
and never shy at the performance. 
That summer you sang our garden into 
the center of all universes. You 
a new-sprung planet, cast the sun in 
orbit around us. 
We were the frrst race. 
-Kathryn Kruger 
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Tequila Dreams 
Smelling of jalepeiio 
serrano, piquin, The Dusty Rubber 
OfPlaytex Living gloves, I put 
My hand into the tiny canvas bag 
And contemplate the question; 
my true path? 
Witfi each stone bubble, the oracle 
Reveals itself: 
earth,heaven,frre,heaven,frre,frre. 
A tree blows in an uncertain wind. 
My reward may come unexpectedly. 
But for now, only one fish in my basket. 
I am weak; I must decide what I really want. 
Protect my fish; it's all I've got. 
Find balance between freedom and bondage. 
desert, Guadalupe, chile, Guadalupe, chile, chile. 
how can I leave this place? 
My feet have roots now 
That nurse the aquifer. The Austin stone weighs me down. 
I cannot sl:iake loose the con junto rhythms from 
Tequiled dreams. Taxco silver 
Bangles from my wrists, my lobes are heavy with malachite as 
Each night I kneel at the bathtub grotto 
To light our Lady's candle and hammer a milagro to a cross; 
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a burning breast, a mournful eye, la pie rna solitaria. 
Mi corazbn, 
why must I make that long flat ride to taste 
cilantro and lime? 
how can I protect you so far away? 
Cuban sandwiches are bad for your heart. You are out of your water. 
Come home. I am ready now. Finally, 
I have got used to the smell of chile and rubber. 
-Scarlett Ornelas 

